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Introduction: Spacecraft data and model-based 

studies indicate that Europa has an outer layer com-
posed primarily of H2O that is 80-170 km thick. The 
surface of the H2O layer is frozen, but the thickness of 
the ice shell is unknown, and there may be a conduc-
tive layer of saline liquid water beneath the ice [1-7]. It 
is unclear what type of lower boundary is most appro-
priate for modeling convection within such an ice shell 
floating on a saline water ocean. It is important to de-
termine whether material is expected to advect across 
the ice-water boundary because advection will affect 
the vigor and wavelength of convection and the ability 
of the convective ice shell to produce plumes. To in-
vestigate how the lower boundary should be modeled, 
we performed two sets of numerical convection calcu-
lations. The first investigates the ability of diapirs of 
new ice to form as a result of entrainment in plumes at 
the base of the ice shell. The second investigates the 
behavior of diapirs in relation to a highly viscous sur-
face lid. We examine density contrasts between the 
newly formed ice and the original ice and ocean layers 
to reflect uncertainty in salinity.   

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the 
importance of including a liquid-solid phase boundary 
at the bottom of the ice shell in geodynamical models 
of ice convection, to investigate how variable concen-
trations of salinity in newly-formed ice can drive com-
positional diapirs, and to assess the ability of diapirs to 
erode a high viscosity surface ice layer.  

Method: We employed a 2D finite-element code 
of thermochemical convection modified from terres-
trial studies that examine how thermochemical convec-
tion influences core-mantle boundary topography [8]. 
Calculations were performed by solving nondimen-
sionalized conservation of mass, momentum, and en-
ergy equations [8]. We tracked phase and composition 
changes via advection tracers. To model convection 
within the ice shell, we used a low viscosity proxy for 
ocean water in which the proxy is 1,000 times less 
viscous than the least viscous ice. We also employed a 
temperature-dependent rheology. The melting pressure 
of ice increases nearly linearly with decreasing tem-
perature for pressure ranges appropriate for Europa 
[9,10].  

The lower boundary of Europa’s ice shell marks a 
phase boundary rather than a purely compositional 
boundary. The high density contrast between liquid 
water and ice promotes layered convection in which 

the ice shell is convecting independently of the ocean; 
however, mass may be exchanged across the phase 
boundary. The bottom of the ice shell boundary is con-
trolled by the phase diagram of water in that increasing 
pressure at a given temperature causes ice to melt. We 
hypothesized that convective upwellings in ice act to 
pull the bottom of the ice boundary upwards by dy-
namic stresses [8] and that water then fills the space 
created by the upwelling and freezes at the lower pres-
sure above (Fig. 1). We also hypothesized that, if the 
newly formed ice has a lower density than the pre-
existing ice, then a significant amount of composi-
tional buoyancy is induced to drive the formation of 
ice diapirs. We investigated how density differences 
between new and old ice affect the formation and be-
havior of diapirs and how diapirs affect the near sur-
face environment.  

 
Figure 1: Schematic of convective upwelling form-

ing diapirs of new ice. Left: Nonconvecting ice and 
ocean layers. The ocean is at the melting temperature 
but does not freeze due to high pressure. Right: Ocean 
water is exchanged across the phase boundary to fill 
space created by a convective upwelling. 

  
Results: We have demonstrated two cases of ther-

mochemical numerical convection which investigate 
the treatment of the lower boundary of Europa’s ice 
shell, various density contrasts between pre-existing 
and newly generated ice, and the behavior of thermo-
chemical diapirs of newly formed ice. Case 1 exam-
ined whether new ice can be entrained in plumes as in 
Fig. 1. Case 2 presented conditions more appropriate 
for Europa with a highly viscous lid and examined 
how plumes can affect the viscous lid and whether 
they can break through the lid to affect the surface. In 
Case 1, viscosity contrast due to temperature within 
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Figure 2: Ice convection models are illustrated above. In each image, the top panel is the logarithm of viscosity, 

the middle panels display composition, and the lower panels display temperature. A: Diapirs can form and entrain 
new ice. B: If all components of ice have the same density, new ice will circulate in convection cells but not break 
through the surface layer. C: If the original ice is much denser than new ice, many small, vigorous diapirs will form 
and can erode the viscous lid and surface ice layer.  

 
the ice shell is 100 times; in Case 2, the viscosity con-
trast is 100,000 times. 

Case 1 (Fig. 2 A) utilized a weak temperature de-
pendence of viscosity leading to a 100X viscosity con-
trast between the hottest and coldest parts of the ice 
shell. We applied a linear temperature profile as an 
initial temperature condition in order to quickly initiate 
convection and plume formation. This model shows 
that diapirs can form and entrain newly created ice 
which advects through the interior of the diapirs and 
accumulates near the top of the ice shell.  

Case 2 utilized a strong temperature dependence of 
viscosity leading to a 100,000X viscosity contrast be-
tween the hottest and coldest parts of the ice shell 
which results in a thick high viscosity surface lid. The 
initial condition was derived from an isochemical cal-
culation which has reached thermal equilibrium. A 
result of the viscous lid is that the temperature drop 
occurs conductively so that the interior of the ice shell 
is only slightly cooler than the liquid layer. If all com-
ponents of ice have the same density (Fig. 2 B), upwel-
lings are not strong enough to break through the vis-
cous lid and new ice will circulate in convection cells 
within the ice shell without eroding the viscous lid. If 
the densities of the liquid and original ice are higher 
than that of the new ice (Fig. 2 C), many small-scale 
compositional plumes will form at the phase boundary. 
Due to the high density contrast, diapirs ascend rapidly 
and behave much more vigorously; they can eventually 
erode the viscous lid, allowing new ice to disrupt and 
effectively erode the original surface to form rafted 
segments of new ice surrounded by original surface 
ice. 

Conclusions: This study has shown that mass is 
expected to cross the ice-water phase boundary and 
that newly formed ice is expected to be incorporated 
into upwellings. The models shown here illustrate that 
if new ice has a lower density than pre-existing ice, 
then that new ice will form compositional plumes that 
can erode a high viscosity lid at the surface.  

Future models generated will incorporate latent 
heat of fusion related to the phase change, viscous 
dissipation, adiabatic heating/cooling, and stress-
dependent rheology. 
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